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background: Isolated-tibial disease has been known to have worse clinical outcomes than multilevel disease following endovascular therapy (EVT) 
in patient with critical limb ischemia (CLI). However, the impact of lesion distribution in the modern EVT era has not yet been established.
methods: We investigated 380 consecutive CLI limbs with tissue loss in 297 patients (age: 71±9 years; 62% male) who underwent EVT between 
April 2010 and December 2012. We divided these patients into two groups based on the lesion distributions: multilevel (group M) and isolated-
tibial (group I). Amputation-free survival (AFS) and complete wound healing rate were estimated by the Kaplan-Meier method. Associations between 
the baseline characteristics and clinical outcomes were assessed by the Cox proportional hazards regression analysis.
results: Diabetes mellitus and regular dialysis was 73% (217/297) and 51% (151/297), respectively; 23% limbs (89/380) had Rutherford class 
6; 44% (166/380) limbs had isolated-tibial disease. AFS (63% vs. 65%) and complete wound healing rate (53% vs. 63%) was not statistically 
different between the groups at 2 years (M versus I, n.s.). In multivariate analysis, chronic heart failure and non-ambulatory status were the 
independent predictors for AFS. Regular dialysis, lesion calcification and number of below-the ankle runoff were the independent predictors for 
wound healing. However, lesion distribution was neither associated with amputation-free survival nor with complete wound healing.
conclusions: Lesion distribution did not impact on clinical outcomes in the modern EVT era.
